We analyze several \strong meager" properties for lters on the natural numbers between the classical Baire property and a lter being F . Two such properties have been studied by Talagrand and a few more combinatorial ones are investigated. In particular, we de ne the notion of a P + -lter, a generalization of the traditional concept of P-lter, and prove the existence of a non-meager P + -lter. Our motivation lies in understanding the structure of lters generated by complements of members of a maximal almost disjoint family.
Introduction
We investigate several \smallness" properties of lters as strengthening of the meager property. Indeed, although a meager lter might be thought of as small, it may happen for example that adding one set to a meager lter yields an ultra lter (see the section on examples). Our motivation lies in the unresolved relationship between the cardinal a , the minimum size of a maximal almost disjoint (mad) family, and d , the minimum size of a dominating family. The similar question relating a with b , the minimum size of an unbounded family, has been settled by Shelah as independent from ZFC in 4]. Part of the problem lies in the technical question whether lters generated by the complement of members of a mad family can be diagonalized in a forcing extension without adding an unbounded real. This loosely means that we must understand the di erent possibilities for a lter to code an unbounded function when diagonalized. Partial results were obtained in 3] where it became apparent that strong meager properties are required on lters for this program to succeed. It is the goal of this paper to analyze some of these stronger meager properties.
Our terminology is standard but we review the main concepts and notation. The natural numbers will be denoted by !, ! 2 and ! ! denote the collection of functions from ! to 2 and to ! respectively; similarly, }(!) and !] ! denote the collection of all and in nite subsets respectively. Two orderings are standard, the rst one for subsets of ! is A O s = ff 2 ! 2 : s fg where s 2 <! 2, the collection of nite binary sequences. The terms \nowhere dense", \meager", \Baire property" all refer to this topology.
A lter is a collection of subsets of ! closed under nite intersections, supersets and containing all co nite sets; it is called proper if it contains only in nite sets. Given a collection X }(!), we let hXi denote the lter generated by X. For This lter can be viewed as a lter on ! if desired by xing a bijection between ! ! and !.
The following important result characterizes meager lters in terms of combinatorial properties. Proposition 1.1 (Talagrand ( 6] )) The following are equivalent for a lter F:
1. F has the Baire property. 2. F is meager.
3. There is a sequence n 0 < n 1 < such that (8X 2 F)(8 1 k) X \ n k ; n k+1 ) 6 = ;: (Talagrand, 7] ) if F \ C has the Baire property relative to C for each closed C }(!). P P P P P P q Strong Baire Property Completely Meager P + -lter P P P P P P q )
Hereditarily Meager ) P P P P P P q
Completely Meager Weakly Hereditarily Meager P P P P P P q )
The following lemmas will only reformulate these de nitions into more uniform and manageable ones; the proofs of the rst three are left to the reader. Lemma 2.2 The following are equivalent for a given lter F:
1. F is weakly hereditarily meager. X i \ h(i) 6 = ;:
and is almost included in each X i .
To show that F is completely meager, let X 2 F + be given and use the assumptions on X i = X n i. Proof: Let F = S n C n be a countable increasing union of closed sets C n !] ! and hX n : n 2 !i F + . Put C = fX n : (9n)X 2 C n g and de ne C 0 n = C X n . Choose h 2 ! ! such that for all n, (8Y; Z 2 C 0 n ) Y \ Z \ n; h(n)) 6 = ;: The existence of such a function is guaranteed by the fact that C 0 n is closed. Now if Y 2 F, say Y 2 C i , then Y i 2 C and therefore (Y i) \X n \h(n) 6 = ; for all n, and thus Y \ X n \ h(n) 6 = ; for all n i as desired.
3 Examples
We now produce examples showing that many implications in the diagram are not reversible.
Example 3.1 A weakly hereditarily meager lter which is not completely meager.
Let U be any ultra lter not containing say the even numbers E. De ne F = hfE X : X 2 Ugi. Then hF; E c i = U is not meager and thus F is not completely meager. Now let hX i : i 2 !i be given such that S i X i 2 F and each X c i 2 F. Choose a sequence n 0 < n 1 such that for each k, (E n k) \ S i2 nk;nk+1) X i 6 = ;. This is possible as E \ S i<k X i is nite for each k. Since any Y 2 F almost contains E, we conclude that F is weakly hereditarily meager by lemma 2.2. This example comes essentially from 7], where a completely meager lter without the strong Baire property is produced. Let again U be an ultra lter and let F = U Fr. Claim 1: F is completely meager.
Indeed let X ! ! be compatible with F; this means that X n = f(n; m) : m 2 Xg is in nite for in nitely many n (actually on a set in U). De ne a sequence of nite sets hs i : i 2 !i such that (s i+1 n s i ) \ X j 6 = ; for each j i such that X j is in nite. Clearly (8Y 2 F)(8 1 i) Y \ X \ s i 6 = ; and thus hF; Xi is meager. Claim 2: F is not weakly hereditarily meager.
De ne f 2 ! ! by f(n; m) = n, the downward projection. Then no f ?1 (i) is compatible with F but f(F) = U is not meager. We build a mad family A such that the lter F(A) generated by the complements of members of A has the required properties. It is essentially proved in 3] that any lter of the form F(A) will necessarily be a completely meager P + -lter; we include the proof for completeness. It is worth noticing that the concept of P + -lter and the traditional notion of P-lter are incomparable, that is one does not imply the other. The di cult question of producing a non-meager P-lter has been around for some time, see 2] for some results and applications in this area.
We show that Simon's example 5] of a non-meager lter generated by b sets is actually a P + -lter. As in his construction, we consider two possibilities. 2
Finally we must show that F is non-meager. So suppose we are given a sequence n 0 < n 1 < such that (8X 2 F)(8 1 k) X \ n k ; n k+1 ) 6 = ;: Then for each , choose m such that X \ n k ; n k+1 ) 6 = ; for each k m.
Therefore for each`, f (`) n`+ m+1 and thus for all` m + 1 we have f (`) n 2`. We conclude that the family hf : <b i is bounded by f(`) = n 2`, a contradiction. Proof: Given A, de ne f 2 ! ! such that A \ n; f(n)) 6 = ; for each n. Now there must be an such that f f and therefore (8 1 n) A \ n; f (n)) 6 = ;: Thus (8 1 n) A \ f (n); f (f (n))) 6 = ;, and nally (8 1 n) A \ f n (0); f n+1 (0)) 6 = ;
as desired. 2
We are ready to show that F is a P + -lter. Fix a descending sequence Y 0 Y 1 from F + . By induction, de ne a sequence of ordinals n <b =d by 0 = 0 and given n , let F n be the lter generated by fX : < n g fY k : k 2 !g:
Now choose n+1 > n so that
This is possible using the lemma and the fact that F n is generated by less than b =d sets. Finally let = supf n : n 2 !g. We thus get (8Y 2 F := hX : < i hY n : n 2 !i)(8 1 k) Y \ f k (0); f k+1 (0)) 6 = ;:
Therefore it su ces to nd Z Y n such that Enumerate all closed sets which generate a proper lter as hC : < ! 1 i and all sequences of potential candidates for members of F + as hX n : n 2 !i for < ! 1 . We build a lter F in ! 1 stages. At stage , assume that we have built for < :
1. ha n : n 2 !i a sequence of nite sets. 2. X 2 !] ! such that lim n jX \ a n j = +1 for all < . 3. < < ! X X . Let F be the lter generated by fX c : (8n)jX \ a n j mg for m 2 ! and by fX : < g. We are given a closed set C = C and we want to make sure that F * hCi. If this is already the case then there is nothing more to do; otherwise we may as well assume that = !. Choose a sequence n 0 < n 1 < such that (8Y 1 ; : : :; Y k 2 C) Y 1 \ \ Y k \ n k ; n k+1 ) 6 = ;: Claim: (8 < )(8m)(8Z), if jZ \ a k j m for each k, then (8Y 2 C)(8 1`) (Y \ n`; n`+ 1 )) n Z 6 = ;: Proof: Indeed we have made sure to put Z c in F for all such Z's, and F hCi by assumptions.
2
The construction of X can therefore be obtained by a dovetailed construction. Now to handle the sequence hX n : n 2 !i, given that each X n 2 hF ; X i + , choose f 2 ! ! such that (8n) jX \ X n \ n; f(n))j n; and de ne a n = n; f(n)) \ X n .
This completes the construction. F = S F is the desired lter. Example 3.9 (CH) A mad family A such that F(A) is a strong P + -lter.
In the following, I(A) denotes the ideal generated by members of A. We start with a lemma. List X fX g as hX n : n 2 !i and we build A such that: 1. (8n) A \ B n = ;. 2. (8n) A n X n and A \ X n are in nite : At stage n, assume that we have a n 2 !] <! , then choose k i 2 X i n (B 0 B n n) for i < n; i 2 X c i n (B 0 B n n) for i < n;
and let a n+1 = a n fk i ;`ig i<n . Hence A = S n a n satis es 1-2 and put A +1 = A fA g, X +1 = X fX g !] ! n F(A +1 ) I(A +1 )]. This completes the construction. The veri cation that A = fA : < ! 1 g has the desired properties is straightforward. 2 Now we show that such a mad family yields a strong P + -lter F(A). But given a sequence hX n : n 2 !i from F(A) + , we can choose by the assumptions on A countably members hA n : n 2 !i from A such that A n \ X m is in nite for each n and m. Now de ne f 2 ! ! such that (8n)(8i < n) A i \ X n \ n; f(n)) 6 = ;: If Y 2 F(A), there must be an A n such that A n Y and therefore Y \ X n \ f(n) 6 = ; for all but nitely many n.
Conclusion
The two implications that remain to be solved are the following. We however have a meagerness property that separates lters of the form F(A) and F -lters, namely the strong P + property. In view of the results of 3] that F -lters can be diagonalized in a forcing extension without adding an unbounded real, we may ask the following.
Question 4: Can all strong P + -lters be diagonalized in a forcing extension without adding unbounded reals?
Of course the fundamental motivation for these questions is:
Question 5: Can lters of the form F(A) for a mad family A be diagonalized in a forcing extension without adding an unbounded real?
